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Prologue 
 
To my global audience which is receiving this “Meditative Insight” for the first 
time, let me explain some basics for sharing the messages that I received from 
“Whisper”. 
 
Whisper is the name of the Communicator of the messages which are 
imparted to me when I meditate, after my wake-up at 3 am every morning 
without exceptions, followed by my Perambulation Practice, once in my 
house and again when I am in my private office (in my Law Chambers), 
before I start my day as an Attorney / Barrister. 
 
In sharing the messages, I am commanded to “only share” and “not to 
persuade” anyone to believe in the messages, which time has proven, that the 
majority do not believe them at all and considered my messages as gibberish or 
nonsense. I never felt frustrated or angry because my duty was merely to share 
and not to persuade. 
 
I am what I am because of the messages imparted to me for decades by 
Whisper. And I count my blessings and offer my appreciation and 
gratitude. 
 
Hundreds of thousands of people have paid hefty sums to “Guru”, “God-Man”, 
“Holy-Man” and “Spiritual Guide” etc. to learn and acquire the demanding 
practice of meditation, only to drop out completely and thereafter complained 
that “meditation is so difficult and it was a waste of time and effort – what 
a scam!” And the “fees” demanded are usually in US Dollars but still the people 
discard the practice.  
 
The irony is that these people often brag that they are the “devotees” and 
or the “disciples” of the above-named “Teachers” riding on the coat-tails 
of their Masters’ reputation! Meditation Practice has become a huge 
global industry raking in multi-million dollar revenues.  
 
Yet, there is a cliché that states that “a person does not appreciate the value of 
any lessons even given for free”.  So, why pay and still discard what has been 
imparted? Unless you have been conned! 
 
With discipline and dedication, the priceless Gift of meditation and 
receiving insights and messages from “Whisper” is absolutely free. 
 
 



This Morning Meditative Insight 
 
Whisper came as usual at the appointed time and said, 
 
“Matthias, in spite of our warnings and commands, you sought our indulgences 
to continue sharing the messages and insights. We gave thought to your 
persistence and we have decided that it would be better for your practice, if you 
share our messages to the global audience that you may ultimately arrive at 
the inevitable conclusions in due course.” 
 
“Before proceeding further, you are reminded to adhere to the commandment 
that the messages and insights are from HIM and never to claim that the 
messages are from your mind. We take note that you never breached this 
commandment, otherwise we would have ceased all communications.” 
 
“Those who discard our messages are ignorant fools for by doing so, they 
have blasphemed HIM.”  
 
“Your saving grace has been your self-imposed rejection and not to be 
enslaved by the labels given to so-called intellectuals: 
 

1) BSc  = Bloody Screw-ups; 
2) MBA = Master Bullshit Artiste; 
3) PhD = Phony Donkey 
4) Thinking Out of the Box… ” 

 
“You have often communicated to your friends, the reality, “why would anyone 
need to think out of the box, unless they are trapped in the box… So don’t 
get into a box …. !”   
 
“Arrogance and the typical mind-set of so many have led them to continuously 
ask, WHY? And having asked why, continue indulging in the linear fixed mind-
set, still inside the box (to borrow the expression), unable to arrive at the 
objective truth.” 
 
“Instead of asking why and holding on to a single perception, we are imparting 
to you the skills to look beyond the five sensory perceptions, to open your Third 
Eye and “see” the other reality, the realm of spirituality where your 
consciousness opens the door to new dimensions of HIS reality. Whatever 
understanding that you have acquired is flawed because you have not “tuned” 
in to HIS reality.” 
 
“This disclosure will also enable the disciplined mind (your mind) to navigate 
effectively, avoiding the pitfalls and the darkness that clouds your mind … to 
think multi-dimensionally. When scientists have postulated and conceded that 
there are between 200 Billion to 2 Trillion galaxies in the Universe, how can 
people continue to think in one dimension?” 
 
“Matthias, you spend at least two hours a day meditating and thinking ….. the 
average Joe hardly spend a minute to “think”, jumping and rushing from one 



issue, agenda, meeting etc. to another, like the cat on the hot tin roof! Continue 
your practice and count on your blessings.” 
 
 
This has been a difficult morning, but I am not giving up. This is a wake-up call 
for me to persist and exercise my “conscious mind” and to focus, focus, focus 
on Whisper’s teachings – to think multi-dimensionally and be more disciplined. 


